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The Little Word·
-

··lJTMOST~~
I venture to give you a slogan-the
little
y,ord "utmost." ... It might also be spelled
:'Stalingrad." ••• The officers and men of
the armed forces are required to give their
.,tmost on all occasions and especially in
~ar. This nation of ours has the right and
J,xpects the utmost from. its citi%ens--and
you know and I know that the utmost will
be given by all.

A Statement by
REAR ADMIRAL C. W. FISHER, U. S. N.
Director of the Shore Establishments
Division

Big Town'
WASHINCTO~,

Rumors

That

I

, .

D. c., Feb. 12

Fly

.: OWl has analyzed more than
4.50({ rumors which have come to
the attention of various Federal
agencies during the past 11 months.
The rumors analyzed by OWl
fall into five general classes:
By far the greatest number may
be called "hate rumors"; they express prejudice, animosity, or hostility for groups other than the
enemy.
The second group may be classified as "anxiety rumors." They reflect uneasiness or fear and commonly take the form of unfounded
reports of Allied disaster or weakness, or of overwhelming enemy
strength.
A third group, classifiable as
"escape rumors" reflect, in the
main, wishful thinking about the
progress and duration of the war.
A few can be classified only as
"supernatural rumors"; these contain fantastic prophecies of disaster
or impending miracles.
Finally, there are a substantial
number of "curiosity rum a r s",
which contain amusing or novel tidbits or supposed "news".
A comparison of specific rumors with specific enemy propaganda appeals since Pearl Harbor
has shown a relatively low relation
between the two. But there can be
little doubt that enemy sympathizers and enemy agents in the United
States are engaged in planting and
encouraging the circulation of rumors which aid the enemy's propaganda objectives. Of these, the most
important are "hate-rumors".
A list of the groups against
whi~h most current "hate-rumors"
are directed are, in alphabetical order:
Army administration, business,
Catholics, defense workers, draft
boards, English, farmers, Jews. labor,
Negroes, profiteers, rat ion i n g
boards, Red era s s (blood-donor
service), Russia, and unions.
Citisens Can Help Suppress Rumors
Some rumors sprlng up from
situations in which certain facts,
though known to many persons,
cannot be published. OWl is in possession of ample evidence that the
enemy, or his agents, often does not
know about a given war port or war
plant; the repetition of facts or rumors, in such circumstances, often
makes it easier for the enemy to
find out what he did not know, or
simply suspected.
There are several simple rules
which each American can observe:
1. Never repeat a rumor.
2. Do not repeat aj rumor verbally even to deny it.
3. If you k now
the facts
which can spike a rumor, cite the
facts promptly.
4. If you do not know the facts
which can stop a rumor, ask the rumor-teller where he got his facts.
5. Don't give a rumor the benefit of a second thought.

This is an unusual view of the smelter at Anaconda

_"UTMOST"

_

2

Rear Admiral Charles W. Fisher puts emphasis on the
little word "utmost."
This great naval leader tells
us, straight from the shoulder and in few words, what
the war score is.

CAMERA

HUNT'INC

4

We let Bob Nesmith loose on the "sheets" at one of the
Butte mines and he came back with this informal
record of the boys waiting to go underground.
See
how many of them you ca~ recognize.

INSIDE DOPE _

.5

_

In our last issue, we showed you how the boys from
the Mining Engineering Department do their outside
work-in
this issue we give you the inside dope or
the picture story of the fellows who carryon with
this important phase of mining.

PEOPLE AND PLACES

8

We got several nice comments on our informal news
department two issues ago so we decided to take another shot at it. If you like it, we'll keep it up. An
editorial called "George and Abe" also appears on
this page ..

OLD TIMER

9

We have a soft spot for all the old timers and a particularly soft one for Henry Porter of the Precipitating
Plant. We think you will feel the same way after
you read this little story about him.

10

POUR IT OUT

When they've finally got the zinc in shape, they pour
it out. This is one in a series of articles we have been
running on the zinc operation at Great Falls. Come
along and see the zinc reach its final stage in the
Refinery.

SOURCES OF SUPPLY

_

12

The boys from the crafts in Butte, Anaconda and Great
Falls do a whale of a job in keeping things running
smoothly. Here's a picture account of another operation at the Foundry at Anaconda and we'll have more
crafts operations to show you soon.

COPPER COMMANDO
is the official news ..
paper of the Victory
Labor - Management!
Production Committees of the Anaconda Cop"
per Mining Company
at Butte, Anaconda'
and Creat Falls, Montana.
It is issued everY]
. two weeks ••••
COPPER COMMANDO
is
headed by a joint committee
fro.,.. Labor and
Management;
its policies are shaped by botlt
sides and are dictated by neither .•. COPPER;
COMMANDO
was established at the reeom«
mendation of the War Department
with the
concurrence
of the War Production
Board' ..
Its editor is Bob Newcomb;
its' assod~ie
editor is Marg Sammons; its safety editor is
John L. Bo;udman; its chief photographer
is
Bob Nesmith;
its staff photographer
is Les
Bishop ..••
Its Editorial Board consists of:
Denis McCarthy,
CIO; John F. Bird, AFL:.
Ed Renouard, ACM, from Butte; Dan, Byrne ..
CIO; Joe Marick, AFL; C. A. Lemmon, ACM ..
from Anaconda; Jack Clark, C 10; Herb Don~
aldson. AFL, and E. S. Bardwell, ACM, from'
Great Falls .•••
COPPER COMMANDO
is
mailed to the home of every employe of ACM,
in the three locations-if
you are not receiv ..
ing your copy advise COPPER COMMANDO,
at 112 Hamilton Street, Butte, or, better stnn,
drop in and tell us. This is Volume 1, No. 13~
Our front cover this m.onth is a shot of Fred Schmook
and Phil Larsen "setting up" for the round.
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Inside
Dope
We ~ iMicJe the Mining Engi~eering
Departme,nt aftd have a look around

I N the last issue we went

underground
with the boys from the Mining Engineering Department and got the notes and
maps. all of which are brought into the
office to be transferred to the permanent
records. There must have been a lot of underground notes brought in the morning
our roving photographer. Bob Nesmith.
got the upper right shot of the west wi~g
of the office. judging from toe concentration shown in the picture. Because the
office maps must be a permanent record.
they are on a heavier paper so it is 'necessary for Claude Yerkes in the center right
picture to post over a light well (a light
under a glass top table). This helps him
transfer the advances in the mine workings from the office maps to the mine
maps. They say that if the maps in the
Department were spread out. they would
cover an area of more than four acres. In
the lower right shot. Fred Strandberg is
looking over one of the many maps. In.
the same picture William D. Mclaughlin
is working on a mine stope book. A stope
book contains copies of the mine floor
plans at each eight-foot elevation--called
stope floors. Charles McMullen is operating the blue printing machine to make
a black and white print in the lower left
picture. Since it is necessary to add notes
to the prints. white' paper is used and it
makes the prints a lot easier to read.
Now turn over and see two pages of
more people and activities in the Department .

...
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WHEN it is necessary to reduce one scale to another for
accuracy's sake a pantograph
is used as shown in the picture opposite
with Ceorge
Holloway, draftsman, the operator.
A pantograph simplifies the work of the map
maker.

REMEMBER that the calcuQations are made as soon
after the survey as possi~le. Here Victor Martin,
~rne
Mattila and John
Van Cleve are checking
some of the calculations
which have been made.

...

FRED ANNALA and Henry Johnson
were HSY indexittg ledgers the day
w. visited the Mining Enginee'ring
D...-nment.
Th,is is work resulting
fNIII the underground surveys alld
it', mighty important
work. too.
Acroa the table, Toby Worcester
WAI checking a 'stope book.

THERE are the equivalent
of 15,000 three by fourfoot maps in ~e office.
They' contain the surveys
of levels and stope floors
on a scale of fifty feet to
the inch.
That's
Evan
Custafson pulling one of
these maps from the file.

JIM HOLBERT, left, and
Bob Corbett,
right, are
platting stopes in the pic ..
ture opposite.
In other.
words, they are trans ..
ferrin'g the field notes
which have been brought
in to the permanent reeords of the Department.

I.

SURVEYS which have been
made underground are being
platted by Clifford Clifton in
the picture to the left. To the
right Clint Peck is putting
away one of the many stope
books at the close of the day's
work.
All theee important
records are kept in steel, firept:oof cases.

People (,-' Places
~

should help win the war sooner ... All of
us who know Herb like him and are proud
of the' job he does.

SOME'
of the boys from Butte turned
out a few evenings ago for a Labor-Management Committee broadcast over sra-.
tion KGIR at Butte.
The program was
held on the forum conducted by John K.
Claxton and the forum was composed of
Denis McCarthy of the Miners' Union,
John F. Bird of the Crafts and Bill McMahon of the A. C. M. Company.
Bill
sat in for Ed Renouard and the three boys
did themselves proud.

George and Abe
ON Friday of this week we celebrate

the
birthday of Abraham Lincoln.
Before
we will be able to get around to another
issue the birthday of George Washington
will have passed. So we figured we would
pay a tribute to both these men at the
same time, and we hope you don't mind.

Ladies' Day
SOME of the boys in the three localities
have been complaining about our failure
to publish pictures of women':
Just as
we were in the middle of looking around
for something really attractive to show,
we came across Phyllis 'Rutherford.
the

The principles
of Labor-Management Committees
(which now number
more than 2,000 throughout the United
States) are not always clearly understood
by people in the community, and we got
the impression that the whole theory of
labor and management
pulling together
in a time of war is better understood now
than it was before.

There has been a t r e me n d 0 u s
amount of hero worship of both' George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln, and it
'is right that this should be so. But. in
regarding these two great men 'of history
as gods, we are apt to overlook the natural
qualities that both had which made them
human and made them great. As a matter of fact, if we could pull them down
off the pedestals on which the histories of
cur country have placed them, we probably would not only respect them more
but like them better.

Hail Herb!
YOU can't mention a Labor-Management
Committee in these parts without thinking of Herbert Heasley, labor consultant
of the War Production Board, who is responsible for the establ ishment of the
Labor-Management
Committees
in this
territory.
Herb dropped in to Butte for
a couple of days and attended the LaborManagement
Committee
broadcast
we
just talked about .

. They both walked in on the national
scene in a time of crisis. and each put
aside his own personal interests, whatever they might have been, to help the
country and the country's people.
They
were both willing to sacrifice to the limit
to, protect the principle of a true democracy. Both of them were told, atdifferent
fimes in their lives. that what they were
trying to do simply couldn't be done. Each
one of them was counselled that it was
easier to give in than to go on. Both of
'rhem took it the hard way and because
rhev did, we have a country to share today,
If either of them had backed up,
we probably would have nothing.
Personally, we don't go for the beautiful lesson represented
by Washington
and the cherry tree. We think this type
of talk puts him up on a pedestal, when,
if he had anything to say about it himself,
he would like to be down on the level
with his people. History has kept telling
us for years and 'years that Lincoln felt,
not like somebody on a throne, but like
'somebody in an easy chair sitting back
with his feet on the table talking to you
and me. If we want to think of either
of them, and let's do a lot of thinking
about them in the days to come, let's
think of them not as gods but as regular
'guys. That's what both of them were.
Because they were regular guys, we remember them now. If they hadn't been.
they would have been long since forgotten.

PHYLLIS

RUTHERFORD

first gal to work.in the Drafting Department at Great Falls, and we got a photograph of her. Phyllis lived for some time
in Anaconda before she moved to Creat
Falls. She has always liked art work and
the job she's got now tickles her. We
dropped in on Phyll is in "the Drafting
Department-she
operates a blue print·
machine and is practicing trad;g from a
pencil drawing to tracing cloth so that,
the prints may be more permanent.
Phyllis hails from a family of two brothers
and three sisters, so she had no trouble
in fitting in with the gang, all of whom _
think she is pretty swell. Her boy friend
is in the Army; he used to work in the
Zinc Plant at Great Falls so Phyllis sort
of feels she is carrying on his work by
taking a job in the Reduction Works.

. HERB HEASLEY
4

Herb is a welcome guy in this territory. His driving purpose is to get management and labor thinking alike and
.working alike to win the war. He has the
ability to see both sides of troublesome
questions and to arrive at sensible conclusions' about them.
He came up the
hard way from Texas and is proud of it,
and he brings a sense of balance to industries engaged in war production
that

•

Phyllis likes all kinds of sports.
Whether it is skating, swimming, basketball or golf-she's
right there among the
leaders and that goes for ballroom dancing too. Being such an all-around good
sport probably is one of the reasons she
was so popular in high school and that
popularity has carried right over to the
office.
We kind of like the idea of getting
around and interviewing gals, so if you
have any suggestions let us have them.

WE
believe that Henry Porter is the
oldest old timer in Butte.
Now if (you
don't believe this, you'll have to go out to
the High Ore Precipitating
Plant and'
argue it out with Henry, We'll make a
bet that he'll convince you.
Two of Henry's uncles. Henry H"
for whom hewas named. and Thomas C.
Porter, came along with eight other men
and bui It a log cabin in 1864 catty-corner
across from the Hennessy Building of today, They were the first settlers in the
present city of Butte. and were the men
who started the first mine and smelter in
Butte, Letters fro~ them to their brother
Henry's father. influenced him to -com~
on to Butte with' his family,
Henry wC!s
born in Butte.

HENRY PORTER

Old
TiIDer
Maybe we're wrong" but we'll bet a dice J
doughnut

that

est old timer

Henry Porter
in Butte.

is the old-

He is fond of

people and horses and dogs, and still remembers

practi~ally

everyC?ne he's met.

Just meet him and he'li remember

you.

THREE old cronies, John Mance, Henry Porter and
Mike McEnany, talk things over at 'lunch time

At a school (where the public library
is today) Henry enrolled for the first
grade. As a boy. he sold papers on the
streets and knew by name practically
everyone in Butte. and that can almost
be said of him today.
He never forgets
a friend or a face, and knows all the old
timers well. Last year in Meaderville he
saw a man 'with whom he had played
football in high school and hadn't seen
since. but he recognized him right away
and a reunion was held on the spot. Down
at the Fair in Hamilton two years ago, he
spotted a couple of fellows with whom
he had played baseball in the old Ravalli
County league.
Henry had been quite a
baseball' player and played for a good
many years in the league and his two
friends were pleased as punch to have a
chance to reminisce.
Always interested in sports of all
kinds. he was on the high school football
team for three years in the late 1890's
He says: "That's when I quit smokin~'
cigarettes.
A coach came out here from
Michigan" andwhen
I was winded from
running, he said the only way I could stay
on the ~eam' was to quit smoking.
So I
quit .right then for football meant a lot "
more to me.'" A good many years later,
however, .in trying to convince a friend
that he should quit cigarettes
Henry

bought a pipe for his friend, and got one
for himself at the same time. Today a
good smoke to him is either a pipe or a
cigar.
In 1894. Henry's folks bought a
ranch 'in Bitter Root Valley, Hamilton,
Montana, and when his father's health
failed, he went down to manage the
rancfi, He loved living on the ranch, fori
to him animals of all kinds are almost
human. and on the ranch there were some
very fine, thoroughbred horses. (He says
the horses and the baseball league 'were
probably accountable for his staying on
the ranch as long as he did.l
The ranch
was only about five mi les from Marcus
Daly's and there was a lot of rivalry in
the Valley over horses, but always a keen
appreciation for a thoroughbrea ..
In 1922 he came back to Butte to
live and worked in the mines for a time,
but left the mines for the High Ore Copper Tank. When there was a chance to
be barn boss at the Leonard Stableswell, there wasn't a chance of his not
accepting.
He was right at home there.
There were thirty-four
head of good
horses, including a thoroughbred driving
team and saddle horse. When this stable
was closed, Henry moved right over to the
new stable at. the Leonard. He still has
charge of the horses there and loves each
one, The horses are used to move the scrap
iron to the flumes when it is brought in
on the flat cars. Always to be seen with
Henry at the High Ore is a big Shepherd
dog. Henry says: "He came here about
a year ago and I guess he must just have
adopted me for he's been following me
.
ever Since.

..

A kindlier man can't be found.
He
loves his friends and we know he has a
great number of them.
He says: "I've
never had trouble with any of the men.
I've worked with all, of them-whether
'.
they're' Irish. English or whatever, I've
liked them all and don't believe I've any
. "
enemies.
'
A man couldn't be an enemy of a
man like Henry Porter.

-
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Zinc cathodes from the Zinc
Electrolyzing Plant are brought in on a
car like the one in the upper left picture.
The hoist picks up the cathodes-' =weighing about a ton-and
feeds them into the
furnace door, which is closed after the
cathodes are dropped in. That's Joe McElroy and Charlie Klimas with their backs
turned.
They're cha[gillg the furnace'-,
with the zinc cathodes. In the lower
left
.
picture Louis Knaup is operating the,
charging crane. About 250 pounds of
the molten zinc are .dipped out-of the
furnaces each time witj1 a big ladle like
you see in the lower right shot. You can ~
see, in the upper right picture on the ne><;~
page, the counter' weight and long handle
which helps the operator, Alvin Nash,
control the dipper,
That's Bob Smith
skimming the poured zinc in the same
picture and in the one to the left. Skimming the poured zinc gives it a brighter
surface and cleans off the film of oxide
and ai r bubbles. The molds must cool
and then they are dumped and stacked
and picked up by the iron horse and transported to the scales to be weighed. Bill
Cosgriff, scalemaster, and Bill Treweek,
weigher, 'are shown weighing the zinc for
shipment in the lower left picture on the
next page, The scales are on the outside
but the weights show on the scale beam
which can be seen in the picture.
.,

Poor 11001

..

10

,

IN the lower right picture you see Lee Akers, the
operator of the iron horse (that's what they call
the industrial truck there in the box car loaded
with the zinc slabs), John Fah, the checker, and
Frank Palmer, the loader. They are ready to load
the zinc into a box car for shipment all over the
world. The zinc is still warm when it's brought
in after having been weighed.
It takes quite a .
while for it to cool completely, for as we told you,
when it comes from the furnaces, it's "hot stuff"

~-- -

Sour~es
of
Supply
The scrap pile at Anaconda really
turns into some wonderful things

A

BIG pile of scrap iron like the one in
the upper left picture might appear to be
Just so much junk, but out at the Repair
Foundry of the Anaconda
Reduction
Works it's vital junk. The scrap consists
of cast iron and steel and is used in the
Molding Shop. There are between one
and one-half and one and three-quarters
million pounds melted there each month,
To this scrap are added various
grades of pig iron and after they are
melted together in the big cupola (that's
the name of the furnace in which 'they're
melted) white iron, grey iron, semi-steel
and alloy irons result.
These irons are
used for liner. castings, mill liners. machinery castings and grinding balls.
After the scrap iron and pig iron are'
melted, the cupolas are tapped and the
molten iron drains into ladles.
Oscar'
Johnson is tapping one of the cupolas for
the molten metal inthe lower left shot.
You can see how the molten iron drains
from the furnace into the ladle.
The
ladle is then moved over to the molds and
the metal is poured into the various sand
or permanent molds ..
That's August Vidro pouring from
the ladle into the mold in the upper left
picture on the next page. Harvey Moore,
foreman, is looking on.
Harvey's been
foreman for the last twenty-five years .
He has charge of the Brass and Iron
Foundry, so it's necessary for him to look
over a lot of jobs. In the upper right shot
next page, George Chabala is pouring
Hardinge Mill liners and in the lower left
Peter Curley, a molder apprentice.
is
proving that he's learning the trade.
There are all types of castings made in
the shop.
They vary in weight from a
few ounces to thirty thousand pounds
and castings are made of every size and
description.

--<'e

..
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After the molten metal sets and
cools, it is shaken out of the mold and
taken to the chipping room. There the
rough edges are chipped off and it is' ~_.
cleaned up.
The castings which ~re to
be used in the rough are shipped directly:
from the chipping room to the department which placed the order.
Castings
requiring machining are taken to the Ma- _
chine Shop. Then they are moved on to •
the department needing them and set up
so 'p_roduc~
of the vital war materials
will not be stopped.

'.

----

•
You may not recognize Don Lucier
in the lower right shot for he's wearing a
face protector. .It's Don for sure and he's
chipping or cleaning up a valve pot for
one of the Butte mines. The valve pot
was cast at the Foundry, shaken out of
the mold and brought over to the chipping room. Don is chipping off the finns
I{that's what they call the ragged edges
such as you see in the picture).
After
they're all chipped off, this valve pot will
be sent to the Machine Shop for final
machining. When it leaves the Machine
Shop for Butte it will be all set for installation. There are molds of aU sizes and
descriptions brought into the chipping
room to be cleaned up and the boys do a
good job of keepi ng the work on the move
so that no department is kept waiting for
a part.

H~RE'S a couple of shots at the Boiler Shop out at the Repair
Foundry of the Anaconda Reduction Works. In the upper
picture Elm~r Westin is holding a hot rivet. Richard Lloyd, the
hoHermaker, is ~perating the pne",matic riveter. Henry Hanson
,who laid out the job is checking to see that it's being done as

planned. Eddie McNamee is holding the dolly. They're riveting
stiffener rails for the body of a Cranby type ore car used in the
Butte mines. That's Bill Spaun wearing the shield to protect his
eyes and face in the lower picture. He's welding electrically an
ore skip for the BuHe mines. It looks like he's doing a good job.

..~oun1'nfi(JII
New Faces
WE had to squeeze out our news section
in the last issue so we are a little behind
schedule in sending our regards to Tom
Murray, formerly president .of the Mill
and Smeltermen's
Union at Anaconda
and CIO representative on our Anaconda
Editorial Board. And the same goes for
Dan Byrne, who assumed both mantles at
the Smelter when Tom moved along as
member of the Executive Board of the
International.
We wish Tom every success in the
world, and since we have already had sev..
eral helpful conferences with Dan we
know that he will do a real job on the
Editorial Board.
Bayard Morrow, who has given us
many a helping hand as.the Company representative .at the Smelter, has asked to
be relieved. We are pleased to announce
the appointment of Charlie Lemmon to
the Editorial Board. Charlie's previous
co-operation' has been most appreciated
and we welcome the opportunity to work
with him.

Big Stack
The major menaces on the highway
are drunken driving, uncontrolled thumbing and indiscriminate spooning. To put
it briefly; hie, hike and hug.

Books Please
THE USO, which has been doing a swell
job for the men in service, is issuing an
appeal for books. We got i! straight f~om
Mr. Venable in Butte that the need is
great and that the boys really appreciate
good books, which are mighty scarce.

The man from the city went to the
store at the Missouri crossroads and
bought a couple of nightshirts.
When
he had completed his purchase and left
the store, a long, lanky backwoodsman
asked the merchant:
"What was them things that feller
got?"
"Nightshirts."
replied the merchant. "How about selling you some?"
"Not me. I don't get around much
at night. ,.

COPPER COMMANDO believes that
every reader should get behind this drive
to increase the pleasure of our boys'
leisure hours and would like to cooperate
with this fine movement.
We ask readers of COPPER COMMANDO and their
friends to dig in and help this drive by
leaving books for soldiers. We haven't
taken it up yet but we know the boys at
the Mill and Smeltermen's Union at Anaconda and Great Falls will not object to
our suggesting that books be left there.
COPPER COMMANDO will pick them
up and deliver them to USO headquarters.
Donations in Butte can be made at the
COPPER COMMANDO office in Butte,
:112 Hamilton street.
We'll pass the
books along.
Don't leave your discards.
If you
didn't enjoy them, the chances are good
fhat the boys will find them dull too.
;This drive is not a move- to unload your
literary junk; it is a drive to supply our
soldiers and sailors and marines with good
reading matter.

Names on a hotel register:
One of them:
Pat Murphy-Irish,
and proud of it.
The other: Jock McIntosh-Scotch,
and fond of it.
Teacher (pointing to deer at the
What is that?
Johnny:
I don't know.
Teacher:
What does your mother
call your. father?
Johnny: Now don't tell me that's a
louse.
zoo):

"Mother," cried little Mary. rushing into the farmhouse they were visiting.
"Johnny wants the Listerine. He's just
caught the cutest little black and white
animal, and he thinks it's got halitosis."

Ilnd in ODJ: Next Issue
CILDINC METAL ... th'e new war produ·ction job at Creat Falls. Firsf. of a
series.

..

BIG BOOM! ... step up and have a look at the Butte Miners Union Drum
and Bugle Corps.

- Also other pictures

and articles.

•

•

To us, the Smelter at Anaconda is
one of the most deceiving sights we've
ever seen. By this we mean that the size
of the place fools you. We got a hunch
that this was the case when we drove to
Anaconda the first time. The fellow driving the car pointed out the Stack and
mentioned that it was over five miles
away; it looked to us as though we could
hit it with a stone from where we sat.
Farther on down the road we looked at
the Smelter but got no impression at all
of its great size. Actually, so far as we
can see, it takes a visitor to Anaconda
several trips before he really begins to
grasp how big it is. and some of you folks
from Butte and Great .Falls who haven't
yet had the thrill of standing at the foot
of the Big Stack should make it a point,
when conditions permit, to do that very
thing.

Password
We are always impressed with the
courtesy and efficiency of the men at the
gates when we visit the Smelter and,
judging from what we have seen, would
say that the pass system at the Smel tpJ'
works mighty well.
No plant in war production. can riSK
for a minute having a saboteur get inside
the gates-many
lives are at stake, and a
major phase of the war effort would be
threatened if some pal of Hitler's ~ot inside.
The boys at the Smelter, working
under Johnny Dillon, do a thoroughgoing
inquiry of any newcomer, but these fel ..
lows are always friendly and courteous,
It makes a person coming to the Smelter
for the fi rst time feel pretty good and
pretty safe as well.
BOB NEWCOMB.
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